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Summar*-*

The effects of scored energy in the system
_a?acicance across the accelerator grids during high
voltage vacuum breakdown are examined. Measuremeacs
were =iade of the current flow and the energy deposition
jn t.ie grids during breakdown. It is shown that only
a portion (<~0 J) JC the total stored energy (̂ 100 J)
LS actually dissipated on the grids. Most of the
energy is released during cne ic mac ion phase of the
•••ajuua arc ana is ^eposiced primarily on the -nose
•̂  -sitive £rid. Certain abnormal situations led to
energy depositions of abouc 100 Z :n che grid, buc
::;e u n ^czeieracor endured cr.ets wichoac exhibiting
--y de^erioracior. in performance.

Addition or Known Capacitances Across che AcceLeraejr
Grids

The purpose 01 chis experiaer.t vas zz> decennine if
zhe stored energy available across ::;e §rids is
critical to the performance of Che ion source. The
experiment was performed on a prototype ion source
designed for injection into the POX tokamak at
Princeton* The water-cooled grids, each with an
'-30-CE diameter, were made of copper. A caximum of
four capacitances (0.025-uF each) were added directly
across the acceleracor grids and in parallel vich the
system capacitance of 0.02 _F. Figure 1 shows the
schematic electrical circuit and Fig. 2 illustrates
the ion source behavior for the case with 0.05 -F
added across the accelerator. The source vas designed

Introduction

Present-day energetic neutral particle injectors
fjr rusion plasrna heating utilise ion sources with
three or four grid accelerators for producing high
energy <<l2Q-keV)t high current (<10Q-A) beams or 100-
300-ras ;alse durations.* Future applications will
involve rr.ultiseccnd pulse Lengths at higher beam
energie'. The grids, made ot copoer or solyhdenum,
are several hundred square centin*-UTS in surface
araa and utilize vacuum insulation : . the accelerator
^aD. During the process ot bringing up a virgin ton
source co full operating parameters, the accelerator
undergoes numerous "conditioning" breakdowns. A
modulator" is commonly employed betveen the high
voltage supply and the ion source not only to switch
the beam repeatedly but also zo protect the accel-
erator by isolating it from the power supply during
breakdown events. The low volrsge supplies that
power the piasma source are Located on an isolation
deck floating at the accelerating potential with the
prime power brought across this potential via isola-
tion transformers. In practical situations there are
several meters of shielded cables between the modu-
lator and the ion source. The above features intro-
duce a Urge effective capacitance (310^20 nF) across
the ion accelerator, Che stored energy of which is
dissipated during the high voltage breakdown. The
accelerator is an expensive and delicate component of
the ion source, and the energy dissipation during
breakdown is being regarded as a crucial issue, with
considerable impact on the design of the electrical
system that feeds the ton source. Yet, the issue is
sufficiently /ague- to promot an experimental investi-
gation; mis paper describes results chac elucidate
the subiec:.

Fig. 1. Electrical system schematic.
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£x?erinent3l Results

Three separate sees ot axperiaer.es were conducted
to understand the r.ature of energy dissipation on
electrodes during breakdown and its effect on the ion
source performance. They are described belov.
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Fig. 2. Source performance with 0.05 -F across grids.

-DISCLAIMER -
for 50-kV operation vitn an interelectrode gap of
abouc 6.5 j». Since the accelerating voltage ib

• U.S. established across the grids prior c- striking the
i with arc, the no-load voltage of a few kilovolcs above the

loaded operating voltage appears across the gap for
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the first few Billiseconds. It sust be mentioned chat
cne source was not fuilv conditioned for 50-kV opera-
tion due to power supply limitations since interrup-
tion-tree operation ae 5G kV would require conditioning
at a few kilovolts above 50 kV. It may be seen from
"i£. ; that a breakdown occurred after two clean
pulses. The voltage was reduced by S kV, and another
breakdown followed. Further reduction of voltage by
2 kV did noc result ir. a clean pulse. Finally, at
35 kV che source produced a clean pulse. From this
sequence of events it should not be concluded :hat the
voltage level had to be necessarily reduced for
generating a clean pulse. If "he voltage Is maintained
it ~:ie level ac whiih a breakdown cakes place, it does
r.ot follow that the uexc puise vill precipicace a
breakdown, illustrated by the eight shot and other
instance? and shown ir. rig. Z. It is true that if a
breakdown occurs at a certain voltage, then reducing
zr.ac voltage ieval increases the probability of
obtaining a clean pulse. However, this behavior has
been observed even during normal source operation vnen
no capacitances 3re added across the accelerator gap.
3raakdown currant aeasureaents were aade using a pulse
current transformer (Pearson node! 1010). The vave-
foras •-•are of poor quality for reproduction due to :he
use of analogue storage scope :o reccrd fast events.
The nature of tne waveform was found to be underdamped
and oscillatory in nature with peak currents of a few
thousand aaperes and in oscillation period of about
1.5 -i. Due to the poor quality of the waveforms the
si:l-;.»c: will not be discussed in an'/ further detail
-=ra: however, tr.e second aart of rhe experiment will
-iai exclusively with breakdown current measurements.
The experiment showed that even after connecting
-•-•"5 -F across the grids, thereby providing an extra
energy of about 100 J at 50 kV, no irreversible
deterisraci-m in source performance resulted. The
experiment was also inconclusive in many other respects.
It viii not reveai hov much energy is dissipated on the
accelerator grids or the distribution of this energy
amop.g the three grids. The damping of the waveform
showed a circuit resistance of about 1.-* ."., which was
too high co be accounted for as arc resistance (see
next section). The physical layout of the actual
systen and the elements present in the decel grid
iir-uit complicated che issue. The second experiment
•..•as performed to eliminate these problems.

v of tf\e Breakdown
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Current Measurement. In order to understand the
r.ature oc the breakdown current and to estimate the
magnitude of the energy dissipated during breakdown, a
sinplified cxperiaental arrangement (shown in Fig. 3)
vas used. Copper electrodes of 15 ca in diameter with a
•loeowski profile were used for this experiment. A
cerasiic chanber served as the vacuum vessel, and the
;riamber was dynamically pumped to a vacuum in the
10" - torr range. The interelectrode gap could be
adjusted from oucside. L'Q ".o four capacitances
10.025 -F each) wera connected directly across the
electrodes, and the breakdown was iniciaced by manually
raisin? the supply voltage. The i-Mf. series res i s -
tance decoupled the pover supply from the vacuum gap
during breakdowns. A d ig i ta l storage scope (Nicolet
Model .04) with a maximum resolution of 50 .is/point
was used co record the breakdown current waveform
sensed by the pulse current transformer (Pearson
Model 1010). The current cranstaraer had a negligible
insertion resistance (<200 -.'.) and a r ise time of
^0 as . With an interelectrode jap of 1 mm a. cypical
current waveform obtained for a 32-kV breakdown is
shown in Fig. '•*. The waveform is characteristic of an
underdamped LCR circui t . The aeries current (i)

I i CERAMIC

TO DIGITAL
SCOPE

Fig. 3. Setup for breakdown current le

Fig, 4. Current during a 32-kV breakaoun
(C - 0.1 aF; 1 »V • 2 A ) .

through a capacitor (C) discharging through aci induc-
tance ( U and resistance (S) in the underdamped case
is given by

vl - ;- c) • (1)



•-here V- is the voltage to which ci;a capacitor vas
initially charged.. - • l/v£c is the nacur3l frequency

and T is the damping ratio defined equal to R/R

with S.„ * 2vL/C. From the waveforms shown in

Fig. - tne following parameters can be obtained
knowing C (0.1 -r):

It can be shown that

f I
1 - e

• - )

0.08 •"• E 2.58 10'- J - 0.516 J .

(with A as the amplitude of che :ith_ peak on the

current wave);

- - - £— » .'.34 x 10'-" radians/s

— — > 1.23 _H
.-C

The total stored energy in the capacitor is

V 0

••a

7.J

0.56

10' c) (2)

•-•ith the first peak value of. about 9000 A. The
measured first peak corresponds to 3.320 A, and there
appears z? be a discrepancy by a factor of 2.* between
c.ne :vo. A calibration performed on the current
transformer at a low current level (-0 A) agreed with
the manufacturer's sensitivity specification. The
resolution limit of the digital scope (50 ns/point)
•sight nave contributed to the discrepancy.

Arc Voltage. The voltage collapses during
breakdown to a value characteristic of a vacuum arc in
less than a microsecond as Inferred from the currant
waveform. Measurenent of the arc voltage is compli-
cated by the fast 'irop in voltage by about 3 orders of
aagnitude. However, arc voltages have been measured
for vacuum arcs by several auchors. : In general,
che aagnicude of the voltage drop across the arc is
influenced by various parameters, the most dominant
being the vaporisation and thermal conductivity
characteristics of the material. For j given material
the change in arc voltage with arc current, electrode
dimensions, gap spacing, etc., has been studied. These
studies indicate that to a first approximation the arc
voltage is primarily material dependent, antl for
cjpper it is abouc -0 V. ~-

Arc ?awer Dissipation, tf we assume the arc
voltage to be constant at 20 V throughouc rhe jscilla-
tory discharge duration, the energy dissipated during
the irz burning phase can be written as

"arc " J arci dt

V 9096.
(-2.3x10= t)

'sin 2.36 x 10= c.dt . (3)

0.5 CV- • J.5 • ) . 1 0 ' 32000- 51.2 J.

It follows that only about i*i of the energy stored in
the capacitor is dissipated in the burning phase of
the arc. The calculation does not include the energy
dissipation during the formation pha&i of the arc.

Measurement ot Energy Sissipadon

The above experiment suggested r, lat the bulk of
the stored energy in the capacitor i,'i utilised in
forming the arc. It was therefore Redded to measure
the energy dissipation on the grids and sinultaneouslv
record tne breakdown current. The measurements were
performed on a two-stage high ene*gy ion sourca
consisting of four water-cooled copper grids. The
total accelerating voltage is distributed between uiie
first two iaterelectrode gaps, tnd the decel voitage
(1.2 k.V) is applied across the last gap. The capaci-
tance of the system, measured from the most positive
grid to ground, was 0.02 -F. The electrical circuit
vas similar to the one shown in Fig. 1. The energy
dissipation was measured by sensing the water flww
and the temperature difference between the input and
output water flow (rig. 5'. A high gain amplifier is
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Fig. 5. Arrangement for measuring the energy dis-
sipation on the grids.

used at the output of the IT device. The energy in
terms of water flow and temperature rise is shown in
Fig. 5 and follows from the definition of a calorie.



T.ie entire arrangement "as calibrated to vithin V. by
putting a known power ta the grtd circuit.

A typical -T output signal far in 30-kV break-
down, amplified 10,000 tines, is shewn in ?ig. 6<a).
figure &(b? shovs the variation from areakdoun to

Fig. 6. Energy dissipated during breakdowns
it id V! U v • s « 2<lO J ) . Top trace (a) shovs a
typical signal and boctom trace (b) shows variations
from breakdown to breakdown.

breakdown. The four traces correspond to the four
grids: the top trace is the plasma grid which is the
•5osc positive, the second grid (often called the
gradient grid) is at an intermediate accel potential,
the third grid (also called the electron suppressor
grid) i» at the nost negative potential, and cha
fourth grid is ac ground potential. It can be seen
;hat practically ail the energy is dissipated on the
first grid, and in the cases shown in Fig. 6 the magni-
tudes at the energy correspond to 10-&0 J. The break-
down current wavefora is shown in Fig. 7 and following
the same analysis 4S before yields 0.2 J during the
arc burning phase. A small amount of energy (<1 J)
vas found to Jt dissipated an the second grid, buc the
first grid dissipation was always significantly
larger than the second grid dissipation.

From the above it is concluded that the energy
dissipation is the result of an electron beam (or
beans) originating from the nose negative grid,
impinging on the mosc positive grid, and thereby
precipitating the breakdown. During this phase the
voltage collapses from about a 100-kV level to a Sew
volts (arc drop) while the current rises froo the dark

Fig. ;
breakdown.

Breakdown energy and current for an 30-kV

current level to several thousand amperes. The actual
build-up tine of the ire is a function of several
variables and could be in the range of j rev tans at
nanoseconds to a few hundred nanoseconds. If ve ^ake
crude estimates of 50,000 V, ;00 A, ind 100 tis the
energy dissipation amounts to 10 J, which is in the
same range as the measured values. An exact correla-
tion will involve the recording of the voltage
collapsa waveform as well as the current buildup
waveform.

During the course of the third experiment che
current sensing device that switches the modulator off
when breakdown occurs failed to function. In these
situaciona the current flow during breakdown '-as
limited by the modulator switch tube to about -0C A
and the tuDe conducts for a fev milliseconds, resulting
in 3 significantly higher dissipation on the first
grid. Dissipations of ^200 J were measured on several
occasions (Fig. 8). However, the accelerator endured
these high energy discharges without showing any
deterioration in performance. Subsequent observation
of the i,t-is failed to show any abnormal damage on the
grids, Ti.ts lack of damage may be explained in terns
of a well-kcown characteristic of the vacuum arc.
Vacuum arcs can operate in parallel1•' and since the
current exceeds about 100 A multiple cathode spots are
invariably forned thereby reducing the power density
at a single site. Individual cathode spots are
extremely small (SIO"1" eta-), and current densities
have been estimated-' to be in the range of 10"-
103 XI'cm*. Because of the small voltage drop across
the arc (*20 V Cor copper), the dissipation at any
given location is small. The ability of vacuum gaps



Fig. 3. Energy dissipated in the grid for a
<;-kY breakdown during loss ot* overcurrenc proceccion
V • ss - 240 J ) .

:oiecate high energy discharges ha^ been reported
several anchors- •"•" although the experimental ;on-

"i.oris vere different from the case in discussion.

10. G. P. Soich ec al., J. Appl. Phys., 31., 3657-62
(1980).

11. P. Graneau and H. H. Schneider, IEEE Trans.
Electrical Insulation £1, £, 63-80 <19?i).

12. F, Botiglioni and J. ?. Bussac, Report No.
EUR-CEA-FC-1052. Associacion Euratoo-C£A, 92260
Fontenay-aux-Roses, France (October 1980).

13. G. A. Farrall, IEEE Trans. Parts Hybrids and
Packaging, PHP-jA, 13i-38 (19751.

14. P. C. Bolin and H. J. Mulcahy, Proc. -ith Inc.
5yop. on Discharges and Electrical Insulation in
Vacuum, p. 237-41, University of Waterloo,
Ontario, Canada (1970).

Conclusions

Ttsa the experimental results discussed above,
following conclusions are drawn.

the copper accelerator grids used in high power ion
sources can endure as much as ZOO J without showing
any deterioration if che arc duration id limited to

a fev milliseconds.
Typical values for energy dissipation on the grids
vhen the scored energy is about 100 J (system
capacitance ao.02 _F; breakdown voltage -100 kV)
are less than iO J.

Mosc ?i the energy is dissipacad on che grid ciiac
is sosc positive.
The energy dissipation is priaaril'.' during che arc
fsraacion phase, and the dissipation liuting the
Duming phase of the ..re is only a snail fraction
(3*1T;) of the available stored energy.
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